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NEW QUESTION: 1
In recent months at a transport company with 1500 desktops, dozens of requests have been
received for expansion of the internal memory because its size has proven to be insufficient.
Which process should have prevented this from happening?
A. Capacity Management
B. Service Level Management
C. Availability Management
D. Configuration Management
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Universal Containers (UC) has a custom Apex class that enforces a business process and
updates opportunities. UC has noticed that fields with field level security permission of read
only on certain users' profiles are being updated by this class.
How should the architect fix this problem?
A. Put the code in an inner class that uses the With Sharing keyword.
B. Add With Sharing keyword to the class,
C. Use the IsUpdateable() Apex method to test each field prior to allowing update.
D. Use the WITH SECURITY_ENFORCED keyword in the SOQL statement.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is performing a daily backup of a large amount of data to a shared SAN tape library.
Reducing the overall backup time is a major concern.
Which is the first action that should be recommended towards reducing the overall backup
time?
A. Addition of Fibre Channel adapters
B. Review of processor and memory capacity
C. Analysis of throughput bottlenecks
D. Addition of tape drives on the tape library
Answer: C
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